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Alumnus discusses U.S.-Russian relations
By Mindy VanHouten
REPORTER

Since Sept. 11 the United States has been trying to
strengthen its relationship with other countries, like
Russia, in the fight against terrorism.
On Friday, BGSU Distinguished Alumnus
Kempton Jenkins, who is the current president of
the Ukraine-U.S. Business Council in Washington
D.C., discussed "Prospects for U.S.-Russian
Relations Post 9/11" in the Union.
Jenkins, a veteran in United States-Russian affairs,
served 31 years in the U.S. Department of State and
as an executive director of the U.S.-Soviet Trade
Commission. After retiring from the state department, Jenkins went on to serve as the president of
the U.S.-U.S.S.R. Trade and Economic Council and
later became the corporate vice president for inter-

national and government affairs for ARMCO Steel
Inc.
According to Jenkins, he became interested in
Russian history at the University when a history professor introduced him to the subject and got him
interested in a job in politics.
For Jenkins and others working with Russians and
political affairs, America's relationship with the
country has improved since Sept. 11,2001.
"The fact that we have seen the collapse of the
Soviet Union with a minimum of blood shed and no
nuclear exchanges is a miracle," he said. "It's partially due to the wisdom and courage of our leadership,
our career diplomats ... and seme very brave
Soviets. We've achieved tremendous progress with
the new Russia and we're a hell of a lot better than
we were 20 years ago."

Jenkins said tliis progress was evident on Sept. 11
because the first person to call President Bush and
pledge his support to the United States was Russian
President Vladimir Putin, Since that phone call the
United States-Russian relationship has experienced
many positive developments, such as the creation
of a task force to exchange information on terrorist
movements, Jenkins said. Russia and the United
States now share an airbase in Uzbekistan in order
to fight in the war against terrorism.
"They had some very valuable information and
access that we had never had and so they enriched
our capabilities in dealing with terrorism and they
opened up an air space for us immediately, which is
an incredible tiling to do for a Conner enemy and
adversary," Jenkins said.
Although the United States is working with Russia

to figlit terrorism, there are still a lot of kinks to be
worked out. according to Jenkins.
"We're still basically poised at each others'
throats," he said. "The threat to our security
remains the warheads that the Russians still have."
Today, the Russians are not only unhappy with
the way the United Slates entered into the Wai with
Iraq, but with how the United States tries to use its
diplomacy over other countries, lenkins said.
Despite this ongoing dilemma, the two countries
remain together in many efforts including the fight
against terrorism, containing North Korea and a
continuing partnership in the United StatesRussian space program.
"The Russians can be very helpful... want to be
very helpful ... and when we ask them to do things
they have been very helpful," lenkins said.

The price
of safety
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DM '04: With this year's steering committee on stage, Dance Marathon participants celebrate as the end of the 32-hour event was marked with its annual balloon drop. Though the
event failed to match the amount of money raised last year, DM organizers are pleased with the outcome. For complete coverage of the event, see page 7.

Public denied Pre- 9/11 documents
By Scott LiraHaw
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Section of Ridge
Street closed today

The section of Ridge Street
between Mercer Road and the
parking lot drive west of Kriescher
Quadrangle containing metered
spots will be closed today beginning at 7:30 a.m.
Kokosing Construction, the
Columbus-based firm that is in
charge of the $6 million widening
project, will be working with utility contractors to verify the location of all utilities in the area
before trenching begins later this
spring.
Individuals wanting to park in
Lots N, 0,1 or 14 should take East
Merry Street
Work on new sidewalks along
the north side of East Wooster
Street from Conklin East Drive to
Founders Quad will continue
today, weather permitting.
Preparation of trenches for the
future installation oC underground utilities along the north
side of East Wraster will also continue today.

CRAWFORD, Texas — White House allies
and Republicans investigating the Sept. 11
attacks pressed yesterday to hear open testimony from National Security Adviser
Condoleezza Rice, with one commissioner
calling her refusal a "political blunder of the
first order."
Rice said in aTV interview that she wants to
testify publicly, but is constitutionally barred
from doing so, a senior administration official
said yesterday afternoon, before the program
aired. Rice also said in the "60 Minutes" interview that she wants to meet with family
members of the Sept. 11 victims, to hear their
concerns, the official said.
President Bush, spending a long weekend
on his Texas ranch, gave no ground, and several aides said he will not change his mind on
Idling Rice testify. But Bush sent her and
other top administration officials out for television interviews to rebut fresh attacks on the
way his administration has handled the
threat of terrorism.
Sharpening his criticism, former counterterrorism chief Richard Clarke said President
Clinton was more aggressive than Bush in
trying to confront al-Qaida, Osama bin
Laden's organization.

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com
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"He did something, and President Bush did
nothing prior to September 11," Clarke told
NBC's "Meet the Press."
"I think they deserve a failing grade for
what they did before" Sept. 11, Clarke said of
the Bush's administration. "They never got
around to doing anything."
Clarke said a sweeping de-classification of
documents would prove that the Bush
administration neglected the threat of terrorism in the nine months leading up to the
attacks.
He said he sought declassification of all six
hours of his testimony before a congressional
committee two years ago. Some Republicans
have said that testimony about Sept. 11 contradicts Clarke's current criticism.
Clarke said he also wanted Rice's previous
interview before the independent Sept. 11
commission declassified, along with e-mails
between him and Rice, and other documents, including a memo he sent on Jan. 25,
2001 offering a road map to the new Bush
administration on how to confront al-Qaida,
and the directive that a National Security
Council adopted on Sept. 4,2001.
The material will prove that Bush was
"lackadaisical" about terrorism before the
attacks, Clarke said, because "they're basically the same thing. And they wasted months
WEDNESDAY

Thunder High: 51"
Storms low. 35"

when we could have had some action."

Asked about Clarke's request for the declassification, Secretary of State Colin Powell on
CBS' "Face the Nation," said, "My bias will be
to provide this informarion in an unclassified
manner not only to the commission, but to
the American people."
White House spokesman Jim Morreli said
decisions on declassification "will be made in
discussion with the 9/11 commission." One
senior administration official said die White
House and intelligence community would
never agree to release the Sept. 4 national
security directive, because it contains sensitive information on sources and methods.
Members of the Sept. 11 commissioner
made clear they will not relent in their pursuit
of public testimony from Rice, but said they
were not inclined to subpoena her.
The White House has declined to let her
appear at the commission's televised hearings, citing the constitutional principle of
separation of powers; the panel was created
by Congress
"Condi Rice would be a superb witness.
She is anxious to testify. The president would
dearly love to have her testify," Defense
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld told reporters.
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COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
The highway shooter investigation cost more than $3 million
for police overtime, aircraft surveillance, security cameras and
other equipment, a newspaper
reported.
About $750,000 was spent
each month of the four-month
effort leading up to Charles
McCoy Jr.'s arrest, The Columbus
Dispatch said in a story yesterday after surveying ten agencies
that participated in the investigation.
Investigators have identified
McCoy, 28, as a suspect in the 24
shootings that have been linked,
most in the area of Interstate 270
on the south side of Columbus
The shootings started in May but
intensified in fall.
McCoy, who is in die Franklin
County jail, is charged with felonious assault in the shooting of a
house in which two people were
inside.
A grand jury is meeting to
determine whether McCoy will
be indicted in any of the other
shootings, including the one
Nov. 25 that killed 62-year-old
Gail Knisley as she rode to a doctor's appointment. She was the
only person hit in the shootings
that targeted cars, schools and
houses.
About $2.2 million was spent
on equipment, manpower, and
overtime between the time of
Knislcy's shooting and McCoy's
arrest on March 17. Agencies
helped in many ways, including
having officers check reports of
new shootings, follow tips and
canvas neighborhoods to question residents.
Investigators also used a
ShotSpotter system of sensors to
pinpoint the location of gunfire
and transmit the information to
a central computer. The system
cost less than $400,000,
ShotSpotter
spokeswoman
Stacey Fields said yesterday. The
FBI picked up the cost.
Not included in the estimate
were other costs to the FBI,
which weren't available, or regular-duty pay for Franklin County
deputies who were assigned fulltime to the shootings task force.
Only their overtime costs have
been tallied, Sheriff Jim Karnes
said.
The tally also did not include
the pay for some officers who
worked on the case but whose
agencies, such as the Columbus
police, did not keep a tally of all
their hours
Franklin
County
Commissioner Dewey Stokes
said no expense was spared during the investigation.
"When the bullets start living,
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Commission wants Sniper costs
Rice to speak publicly widespread

RICE, FROM PAGE 1
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"But ihe lawyers have concluded
that to do so would alter the balance if we got into the practice of
doing that."
Rice was interviewed by the
panel behind closed doors on
Feb. 7. The administration has
offered a second private session
with Rice, but the commission
has not accepted.
Rice was "very, very forthcoming in her first meeting with us,"
said former New Jersey Gov.
Thomas Kean, a Republican
named by Bush to lead the commission.
"But we do feel unanimously as
Charles DahrapifcAP Photo
a commission that she should TO TALK AGAIN: National Security Adviser Condoleezza Rice has
testify in public. We feel it's
been given another chance to talk privately with panel members.
important to get her case out
there. We recognize there are Perle, said, "I think she would be hand relying on the confidentialiarguments having to do with sep- wise to testify."
ty of such communications with
aration of powers. We think in a
Pcrie. who resigned last month the president and yet appearing
tragedy of this magnitude that as an adviser to the Pentagon, everywhere except the one entity
those kind of legal arguments are said he recognized the constituthat has been created for the
probably overridden." Kean told tional concerns at
issue. express purpose of investigating
"Fox News Sunday."
"Sometimes you have to set those and holding public hearings on
Commissioner John Ichman, aside because the circumstances 9/11." he said.
another Republican, said Rice require it," he told CNN's "Late
Rice was to appear on the CBS
"has nothing to hide, and yet this Edition."
program "60 Minutes" last night.
is creating the impression for
Richard
Hcn-Veniste,
a
Clarke accused the Bush
honest Americans all over the Democratic
commissioner, administration of waging a "camcountry and people all over the noted in an interview with The paign to destroy me professionalworld that the White House has Associated Press that several ly and personally," and called on
something to hide, that Condi White House staff in recent years the White House to "raise the level
Rice has something to hide."
have appeared before legislative of discourse."
"And if they do, we sure haven't bodies, including former national
Reacting to charges that his
found it. There are no smoking security adviser Sandy Berger new book represented "profiteerguns. That's what makes this so when he was in office. Rice's sev- ing" from die terrorist attacks,
absurd. It's a political blunder of eral media appearances also Clarke said he planned to donate
the first order," Lehman told
undermine the While House's a "substantial" but unspecified
ABC's "This Week"
position, he said.
portion of its sales to the attacks'
A White House ally, Richard
"I fail to see the logic on the one survivors and to the widows and
children of military personnel
who have died in Afghanistan
and Iraq.
Clarke also fired back at the
administration by reading Bush's
response to his resignation letter.
Noting it was in the president's
Registration for Fall 2004 begins today handwriting,
Clarice said the letfor Authorized Seniors & Juniors
ter read that he would "be
missed. You served our nation
with distinction and honor," and
Sponsored by Advising Network
had "left a positive mark on our
government."
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SNIPER, FROM PAGE 1
there is no time to start putting
the numbers in the right column. It's about the safety of the
citizens," he said.
The investigation taxed agencies large and small: Columbus
police spent an estimated
$287,000 on overtime for officers assigned to the task force,
while police in the village of
Obetz said they spent $12,600
on overtime.
Obetz police Chief Rick
Minerd said officers were shifted
to local schools after a shooting
at Hamilton Central Elementary
School was linked to the gunman.
They stayed at the schools
nearly every school day in
December and January.
"The biggest issue |for us] was
'What are you doing to protect
the schools?' not. 'What are you
doing to catch the sniper?' We
don't have the manpower for
that," Minerd said.
The State Highway Patrol
reported spending the most on
the investigation at more than
$880,000. Keeping five aircraft
aloft daily cost of the patrol
about $148,000.
Pilots for the Beet of airplanes
and helicopters logged many
hours looking for suspicious

"When the bullets
start flying, there is
no time to start
putting the numbers in the right column. It's about the
safety of the
citizens"
DEWEY STOKES.
FRANKLIN COUNTY COMMISSIONER
activity along roads and overpasses, said Col. Paul D.
McClellan, patrol superintendent.
Authorities hoped a high-flying hard-to-notice plane might
catch a car stopped on an overpass or be close enough to a
shooting to respond quickly and
trail the shooter as he fled,
McClellan said.
Some equipment will be
reused. For example, 20 cameras costing $83,000 that were
installed in five locations along
1-270 will be moved to road construction sites across Ohio. They
will allow motorists and state
officials to monitor traffic on the
Internet, Ohio Department of
Transportation spokeswoman
Michelle May said.

HIV/AIDS up in South
By Coraline Carlson
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

MIAMI—The number of people with 1 IlVor AIDS has risen faster
in the South than any other region of the country, and the problem
will worsen without changes, the authors of a new study said yesterday.
The South accounted for only 38 percent of the U.S. population,
but 40 percent of the country's AIDS cases in 2002, according to a
report presented at the National HIV/AIDS Update Conference.
The report, which examined 17 Southern states and the District of
Columbia, was prepared by Michelle Scavnicky, community relations director for the AIDS Institute, and Kim Williams, a researcher
at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
Blacks made up 19 percent of the Souths population but accounted for 53 percent of the region's AIDS cases.

BGNEWS
BRIEFING
Iraqi minister
escapes attack
BAGHDAD, Iraq (API— Gunmen
opened fire yesterday on a convoy carrying Iraq's minister of
public works, killing a driver and
a bodyguard and injuring two
others, the U.S.-led coalition said.
The minister, Nisreen Berwari,
was unharmed.
In another attack in the same
city, Mosul, gunmen killed a
Briton and a Canadian who were
working as security guards for foreign electrical engineers at a
power station. The ambush
appeared to be part of a campaign
to undermine U.S.-led reconstruction efforts in Iraq.
The attacks highlighted the tenuous security situation in Iraq's
third-largest city, once a prime
recruiting ground for the officer
corps of Saddam Hussein's military.

Top legal official recommends indictment
of Sharon
JERUSALEM (AP) — Israel's state
attorney recommended yesterday
that Prime Minister Ariel Sharon
be indicted for bribe-taking officials said, in what is seen as a
major—but not final — step
toward his possible resignation.
Such an unprecedented indictment of an Israeli prime minister
could derail Sharon's proposal to
withdraw from much of the Gaza
Strip — or entice him to move
more quickly on the "disengagement" plan, which has broad support in Israel.
Sharon is meeting with
President Bush in two weeks to try
to win U.S. backing for a Gaza
withdrawal.
In Gaza, the new Hamas leader
branded Bush "the enemy of God,
the enemy of Islam," but stopped
short of threatening to attack U.S.
targets in retaliation for last week's
assassination by Israel of the
Islamic militant group's founder.

Make JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. you, FIRST CHOICE

in your search for affordable housing!
EFFICIENCIES
451 THURSTIN. Across Street from Offenhauer. Furnished
with full bath, stove and refrigerator. School Year- One person
Rate- $395.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $355.00.

Tuesday, March 30th
,£
11:30-1:30pm
«r
& 4-6pm
in the Student Union
Multicultural Lounge
(Across from the Off-Campus

Please Drop In!
No Appointment Needed!

IPFWS STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD PRESENTS
an Evening with

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates available for I or 2 occupants. Check with Rental Office
for prices for 2 occupants.
517 K. REED STREET- At Thurstin. Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath. School Year- One person Rate$460.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $385.00
707-727 THIRD .STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year- One Person Rate- $395.00. One YearOne Person Rate- $350.00.
825 THIRD STREET. Pets Allowed! Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath. School Year- One Person Rate$450.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $400.00.
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE. Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year- One Person Rate- $395.00. One YearOne Person Rate- $345.00.
839 SEVENTH STREET. Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. Dishwasher. School Year- One Person Rate$450.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $385.00.

PETS ALLOWED
with $225.00 Nonrefundable pet deposit at these location:
403 High
825 Third
831 Seventh
640 Eighth
841 Eighth
725 Ninth
777 Manville

» gifts'

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates available for 12 or 3 occupants. Check with Rental
Office for prices other than Two Person Rates.
517 E. REED- At Thurstin. Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year-Two Person Rate- $610.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $510.00.
505 CLOllGH STREET. Behind Kinko's. Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath + vanity. School Year-Two Person
Rate- $620.00. One Year- Two Person Rate- $520.00.
615 SECOND STREET. Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year-Two Person Rate- $620.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $520.00.
402 HIGH STREET. Furnished or Unfurnished. One bath.
School Year-Two Person Rate- $590.00. One Year- Two
Person Rate- $490.00.
701 FOURTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished. One
bath. Vanity in each bedroom. School Year-Two Person Ratc$620D3. One Year- Two Person Rate- $52000.
840-850 SIXTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
Two full baths. School Year-Two Person Rale- $640.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $530.00.
707 SIXTH. 818 SEVENTH & Ml SEVENTH.
Furnished or Unfurnished. One bath + Hall. School YearTwo Person Rate- $545.00. One Year- Two Person Rate$460.00.
724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE- Unfurnished. Dishwasher.
1 1/2 Baths. School Year-Two Person Rate- $640.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $530.00.

Let our Friendly Staff assist you in finding AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
WE CAN HELP YOU!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across from TACO BELL
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260

Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30
Saturday- 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewIoverealestate.com
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TICKETS STILL AVAILABLE FOR DINNER

CAMPUS

Ticket sales have been extended for the World Student
Associations International Dinner. Tickets will be available
until Wednesday, 11 a.m.-1 p.m. in the Union. The dinner
will be held on Sunday at 5:30 p.m. Tickets are $10 each
and are bursarable. For
information, visit
http://wsa.bgsu.edu or call 372-2249.

get a life
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8 a.m. -5 p.m.
Applications arc now bring
accepted for the 2004-2005
Executive Board of BGSUrve.
BGSUrve is a program
designed to create structured
experiences for students that
incorporate or increase volunteerism, citizenship, servicelearning and leadership
among BGSU students. Open
positions include Chair,
Assistant Chair, Alternative
Break Coordinators (2), Special Events Coordinator, and
Community Service Coordinator. For more information call
372-2343 or email
involved@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
Office of Campus Involvement.
401 Union

10 a.m.-2 p.m.
Kaplan Test Prep Center
Information
Table
Union l»bby

8:30 am.
One-on-one Research
Assignment Assistance from
librarians Research Project
Clinics provide undergraduate
students with the opportunity
to work one-on-one with a
librarian on a specific research
assignment. Students will
develop search strategies, discover various print resources
and services available on the
first floor of Jerome Iibrarv,
and identify online resources
for their topics, lb schedulean appointment, undergraduate students may call 419-3726943, or slop bv the
Information/Reference Desk
on the first floor of Jerome
Library.
Jerome Library

11a.m. -2 p.m.
Get Ready for Summer Rattle
Sponsored bv Volunteers in
Progress
Union Lobln'

10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Games Itet Info. Table
Sponsored by Bowling Green
Gaming Society
Union Lobby
10 a.m. -4 p.m.
BEA Senior Thesis Exhibition
Exhibition sponsored by the
Fine Arts Center Galleries. For
more information on exhibitions, see web site al:
http://digitalarts. bgsu.edu/gall
ery/current.cfm
Union Galleries

11 a.m. -4 p.m.
Dry Dock Info. Table
Union lobby
Noon - 211.1 n.
Student Support Services Info.
Table
Union Lobby
1:30-230 p.m.
lob & Internship Resume Info
Session
Workshop
Union 316
5:30-7 p.m.
Breast Cancer Awareness Table
Women's Center will have
information and an opportu-

Honored: Dr. Adena Loston smiles during
conversation in the Union Ballroom last
night.
Loston was one of 24 graduates honored
by the Alumni Association during the
BGSU Accomplished Graduate Awards.
She is the senior official for agency-wide
educational endeavors for NASA in
Washington DC. She is responsible for
guiding NASA's efforts to organize and
enhance its educational programs. Prior
fo joioing NASA. Loston was president of
San Jacinto College South in Houston.
She earned her doctorate in education
from the University in 1979.

nity for donating to the Avon
Walk for Breast Cancer.
Union lobby
6:30 -8 p.m.
Support Group for Women
with Anorexia & Bulimia
Concerns Sponsored bv the
Student 1 lealth Center.
Group support for women at
all stages of recovery.
Confidentiality is emphasized.
Please contact Judv Miller for
more information, 372-7425.
The Women's Center, 107
llannallall
Ci™ Bailey B ! N II

7-10 p.m.
Workshop on Domestic
Violence and Self Defense
Sponsored by Uplift
Union 306-McMaster Room
8 p.m.
Music at the Forefront: Alcides

Lanza, piano, and Meg
Sheppard, soprano. Part of the
Mid-American Outer for
Contemporary Music's Music
at the Forefront series.
Sheppard is a specialisi in theatre music for voice and electronics and has developed
extended vocal techniques for
this repertoire. Argentine-born
composer/conductor/pianist
Alcides Lanza is a
Guggenheim Fellowship winner and the director of McGill
University's Electronic Music
Studio.
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts
Center

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
STUDENTS SOUGHT TO PARTICIPATE IN FOCUS GROUPS
Journalism 420 students are seeking participants for a focus group on technology addiction. T he
meeting will be in room 318 Union at 4:30 p.m. today. All responses will remain anonymous and
refreshments will he served. For more information call Matt at 373-1725.
loumalism 420 students are conducting a focus group concerning student credit debt. They are
looking for University students to participate in this discussion, licspimscs will remain anonymous, refreshments will be provided. Anyone interested can come tomorrow, March 30, at 7:30
p.m. to 105 Qlsramp. If you have any questions, please call Ryan at (fil4) 314-4601.

INTERNATIONAL INTERNSHIP JOB SEARCH SCHEDULED
Are you Interested in gaining work experience abroad before you graduate? Learn how at an international internship job search today from 5-6 p.m. in 315 Union. T he workshop will Include tips
on how to organize an international internship job search and tactics for uncovering resources,
['or more information contact Education Abroad Office at 2-3895.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
ASK ABOUT FREE WIRELESS INTERNET

COLUMBIA
COURTS
• 3 bedroom/ 2 bath

INVESTING ISN'T ROCKET SCIENCE.
WHICH EXPLAINS WHY WE HELP
SO MANY ROCKET SCIENTISTS.

• UNITS 49-72 HAVE

• 3 bedroom/ 2 bath

• 3 bedroom/ 2 full bath
• Air Conditioning

• Air Conditioning
• Fireplace, Microwave
Dishwasher, and G/D.
• Starting at S850 month
+ Utilities

FREE WIRELESS
INTERNET

• FREE WIRELESS
INTERNET IN SOME
UNITS

• Fireplace, Microwave
Dishwasher, and G/D
• Starting at $750/month
+ Utilities
v^-vT-^

• FREEWIRELESS
INTERNET

mmer Listings Avail

child's tuition while paying today's bills. That's why so many forward thinkers turn to

as important as your financial lutiiie. a little hit ol expertise can go a long way.

MERCER
MANOR

• Furnished

• Furnished
• Starting at $750/month
+ Utilities

Putting a lover on Mais is quite a leat. So is preparing lor retirement and your

TIAA-CREF lor down-to-earth answeis. Contact us. Alter all. when it comes to something

HEINZ
424&451Frazee

Hours:
Monday - Friday 9am-5pm
Saturday 9am-tpm

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH 43402

352-0717
www greenbriarrentals com

«.KI I NIIKIAH. INC.

TIAA-CREF.org or call 800-842-2776

WJWfJWWfffJfffJJSJVWA^VSAWSffft

Find out more about TIAA-CREF IRAs
and our other tax-smart financial solutions

WE

DELIVER*

3537770

Ws-CrVfncier$
Delicious OVEN-BAKED
GRINDERS
Managing money for people
with other things tti think uhout.

RETIREMENT I INSURANCE I MUTUAI FUNDS I C01IECE SAVINGS I TRUSTS I INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

Delivered to your! fSEE Drink
To All Fteolty
door
ft Students
353-7770

You should consider the investntent objectives, risks, charges and expenses
carefully before investing. Please call 877-518-9161 for a prospectus that
contains this and other information. Please read the prospectus carefully
before investing. TIAA CREF Individual K Imfltlltional Services. LLC and Teachers Personal

with ID & the purchase of a
6" or 10" grinder
I c*er only good wAxupon
I not good w' any other oilers

532 E. Wooster St.

•

exp. 6/30/04

419-353-7770

Investors Services. Inc. distribute securities products. Please read the prospectus carefully belore
investing, C 2004 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association College Retiremenl Equities Fund
ITIAA CREF). 730 Third Avenue. New York NY 10017

C31474

Catering Dine in Carryout Delivery Party Tnys

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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QUOTEIMIIOTK
"It's not nice to make fun
of people with issues."
Exercise guru RICHARD SIMMONS,on slapping a 23-year-old passenger on a
plane who said,"Hcy everybody, it's Richard Simmons.lei's drop
out hags ana nick to the'50s."
Infwwrefcxum)

s of Cronkite are gone

wire 11 . nl'IUHMIC Isliiti
Journalism professors have
long taught their students that
uniqueness makes a story newsworthy. Perhaps in another time.
USA Today reporter lack Kelley's
actions would have commanded
more headlines last week.
An internal investigation by
the newspaper shows that Kelley.
a 2001 Pulitzer Prize finalist, not
only fabricated major elements
of his stories between I 993 and
2003. he also deliberately mislead editors trying to verify his
work. A March 19 USA Today
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story said Kelley's offenses
ranged from lying about the
location he reported from to
inventing large portions of a first
hand account of a suicide
bombing. USA ftxlay also
reports that Kelley used a photograph of a Cuban hotel worker to
verify a story he made up in 2000
about a woman that died fleeing
Cuba hy boat
Unfortunately. Kelley's actions
have not had much impact
beyond the news industry. The
general public, having already

questioned the New York Times'
credibility after last year's layson
HI;IIi scandal, has begun to grow
indifferent to these journalistic
sins. The days when Walter
Cronkite was more respected
than the President are dead.
Yet, it is the media that is giving new life to die people who
have tried their hardest to kill it.
According to www.editorandpublisher.com. Blair, who would
like his audience to believe he
has stopped lying, was rewarded
with a S150,000 advance for his

book chronicling his experience
as a Times "reporter." And while
that number is grotesquely larger than the average reporter's
entry-level salary, news outlets
across the country have given
Blab an opportunity to pitch his
book.
The news industry may lie the
only profession where its black
sheep are treated as celebrities.
And while a Blair interview on
MSNBC might boost ratings, it
does nothing to apologize for die
trust he broke. A person watch-

ing Blair on television might
conclude that newsrooms publicly denounce his lack of ethics
but wink at it when the cameras
are off.
Ilie public deserves the truth,
and the media depends on it. As
the list of reporters exposed as
masters of fiction grows, the
bond between the reporter and
average citizen decays. People
already disgusted by the sensalionalistic reporting of the
Clinton-lcwinsky affair and O.I.
Simpson murder trial are only

given more ammo for their
hatred of the media by people
like Kelley and Blair.
If the media wants to save the
remaining trust it has, it must
continue to expose the people
that violate its commandments.
While covering its blemishes
may keep the problem out of the
public eye, the news industry
must police itself if it wishes to
be a watchdog for society.
Only after all the liars are
removed can the public be
expected to trust it again.

Fat doesn't mean unhealthy ppnpj r You have the right
ON THE STREET to choose the future

CASSANDRA
JONES

Quest Columnist
1 am writing in res|x>nsc to the
article "Don't Blame Television
for Sex Appeal"
I find the author's reductionist
arguments concerning human
nature and die drive to reproduce, as that is surely implied by
the phrase "animal instinct," to
be very naive. As such, I would
like to res|xind to a few of die

statements,
first, the use of evolution.
If, in fact, we are motivated
simply by an evolutionary "animal instinct," surely it is because
on some level we note the
strength of the genes of those we
find attractive, and that the person we are attracted to would
make a suitable partner with
whom to reproduce. It must also
lie said that women, who have
more fatty deposits than men,
require fat on their bodies in
order to menstruate.
Without menstruation, there is
no reproduction. It must also be
noted that as the audior claimed,
the models used in such advertising campaigns are "super
thin." Women who have such little body fat often suffer from
amenorrhea, a state in which
their bodies do not have enough
fat to support menstruation,
thereby making them unsuitable
candidates for reproduction. Is
this some sort of evolutionary
betrayal? Are we suddenly
attracted to women who offer no
hope of reproduction?
The author also seemed to
suffer from the belief that thiniiri necessarily equals healthier.
1 "his is simply not the case.
Several studies have shown
that yoyo dieting is harmful to

the heart, and that HI! percent of
dieters ultimately "fail" — gaining back that weight, anil more
due to the slower metabolism
they have acquired during their
state of starvation. Thus if they
return to dieting in order to lose
again, as many people do, this
yoyo dieting offers only illhealth and the probable assurance of repeated failure.
It has also been shown that
the amount of fat on the body is
less important than amount of
fat in the diet. So that thin
woman who eats junk food
everyday and doesn't gain a
pound, or the "super thin" model
who skips meals, opting instead
for a diet cola and cigarettes, is
less healthy than the fat woman
who cats a healthy, balanced diet
and maintains her weight.
In addition, the author's arguments fully ignore the cultural
history of fat and fatness. That is
to say that the ideal body shape
has not remained static and has
become increasingly thinner
over the course of the last century, and more dramatically so in
the last 30 years.
As for the use of "super thin"
bodies as a tool to belter sell
merchandise, compare the bodies of 20-30 years ago used to sell
clothes and compare her to the
liody used Kxlay. She was more
muscular and she had more fat.
The author seems to be arguing that beauty, or an ideal body
shape is something we all agree
on, thereby making it an objective quality, using the example of
a small child comparing his or
her body to that of another child.
Since no one found die "chubby kid" attractive, we all must
agree diat "chubby" is ugly.
Right? Wrong. This example of a
grade-school child distinguishing desirable from undesirable
hardly makes the point thai

beauty is objective. This assumes
thai children are raised in a vacuum, unaware of what our culture has to say about fat people.
I his child has never heard a
tat joke, either on television, the
radio, or in the presence of oilier
children or adults?This also disci units (hose children who do
find die "chubby" kid attractive.
hut feel compelled to deny this
due to social pressure.
While I woidd agree that we
are attracted to individuals in
part based on physical traits, but
we are not all attracted to similar
traits. Attraction is not simply
"animal instinct" and we cannot
discount the part that social construction of beauty plays.
Beauty is not an objective, static quality. It varies from culture
to culture, and even intraculturally different people value different appearances, and yet there is
very nearly only one type of
appearance regularly featured in
the media, that type being thin.
Certainly, our fear of fat cannot be blamed solely on television has long been a part of our
cultural framework. I lovvever, we
must not deny that television
feeds on (his and uses certain
Ixidies in order to sell us our
ideal selves.
This cultural fear of fat has disastrous consequences when it is
so pervasive that 'genetic
researchers found that 11 percent of parents would abort a
fetus that was genetically coded
to be overweight" and when a
study shows that over half of
women ages 18-2!i "would prefer
to be run over by a truck than to
be fat!"
Perhaps a cultural imagery
that includes healthy, fat women
might ease our all-out hatred of
fat and fatness.

What do you think is
a fitting punishment
for the highway
shooter?

la

RIKKI NESBETT
JUNIOR, PSYCHOLOGY

"He should go to jail."

LAI
AMBER BRADFORD
SENIOR, BUSINESS

"He should drive a car
in circles while people
snipe at him."

J0CQEELA MCWHORTER
SENIOR, COMMUNICATION DISORDERS

"/ think he
should be shot."
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"Hang him
by his nuts."

KHARY
JACKSON
Opinion Columnist
Well here we are, folks. We are
approaching the end of the
semester. Kir some, it is the end
of an illustrious and unforgettable chapter of our lives. For
others, it is the breath of relief at
having survived the first round.
And then there are those in
between — who are either hoping diat this time never ends or
dreading the next couple of
years that this madness continues. To all of us I sav Congrats.
Why?
Because we, regardless of our
current position, have made a
choice and are stuck with it. We
made a choice to finish school
instead of dropping out. We
even made the choice to continue breathing and living, even if
just nominally. The point is we
made a choice. It is the one
power that is solely ours and
cannot be taken away. It is our
lifelong II i imp card, so to speak,
and we used it. Congratulations.
There is a reason I believe this
simple idea deserves a spodight.
We need to remind ourselves
that with all of the rules and reguladons that we are saddled
with every day from the government, University, police, our
parents and our peers, we still
hold the final choices.
We are approaching die first
major peak of our lives (yes, the
first peak).
There is an entire world waiting on our promise, whatever
that may be. and we on the
whole are not looking poised to
deliver.
I understand how that can
happen. We may feel frustrated.
How many of us actually wanted to go to college? I low many
of us actually wanted to come to
this school? How many of us
wonder what the point of all
this craziness is? I'd say there
was a deep level of resentment
brewing beneath our eyes.
Wfe may feel bored. These
classes can be painfully boring,
with instructors and teaching
assistants that seem like they
would rather swallow rusted
nails than teach us. It can feel
robotic dragging ourselves to
class after class, waiting for the
weekend to come so we can go
out and unwind.
We may feel powerless. Even
though we're busting our butts,
that one class is just getting

worse, and the GPA is going to
be hurt — badly. We go to the
bursar office and sit while the
smiling lady tells to pay up or
get out, even though we couldn't have possibly anticipated the
circumstances we have found
ourselves in.
We have to park in all the
crappy areas of the campus,
hoping the potholes don't bust
our tires, and enjoy it in the
process. There are coundess
examples we could come up
with to show how the balance of
power is vasdy lopsided.
We may be confused. We're
expected to know exactly what
we want to do for the rest of our
lives, if not upon arrival then
within the first two years.
Unfortunately, we have been
exposed to so many different
areas of work that we are now
more torn and confused than
we were before — and die clock
is ticking. What are we supposed to do?
All of these things can contribute to our apathy and confusion. I understand. This isn't a
finger-poinUng column at all.
But despite all of Uiis, we have
no one to look at but ourselves
when we look back on our lives.
We need to take more control
over our lives, through our own
power of choice and perspective. The challenges outlined
above are just that — challenges, and they can be great
gifts. The pain is just as valuable
as the joy. But that is tough...
especially when part of that
pain is dirough our own mistakes. That hurts deeply.
I lowever, we have two choices: either continue lying there in
our own pain and regret, or get
back up and continue on our
path. I hope we can allow ourselves to choose the latter,
because we're not gonna do the
world or ourselves any good just
lying around. It's a choice, and
an utterly essential one.
To paraphrase one of my
instructors, I'm not trying to
stand on a soapbox. God knows
the reason I can talk about this
stuff is because I went through
it. But you can smell the apathy
on the campus. Irs there, and
we have to either ignore it or
accept it. So I decided to put a
spiiiliglu on it.
Choice. Choice. Choice.
Try saying that five times fast
and things might start to
change.
Send all comments to:
explosionop@msn.com

CARRIE WHITAKER, MANAGING EDITOR
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Baseball drops one
yesterday after two
Saturday wins

MONDAY
March 29,
2004
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After taking two games from
defending
Mid-American
Conference West champion Ball
State on Saturday, the Bowling
Green baseball team had a slight
letdown in a 7-1 loss to the
Cardinals yesterday.
The Falcons lone run came
from )eff Wamock who hit his
first home run of the season.
It was not enough as Ball State
scored five runs in the top of the
ninth to put the game out of
reach.
The loss drops the Falcons to
11-4 on the year and gives them
their first home loss of the season. The win moves Ball State to
10-10 on the season and gives
them a conference mark of 1 -2.
The Falcons will next see
action when they hit the road to
play Detroit-Mercy Tuesday.

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Softball takes two of three
Liz Vrabei's two
shutouts highlight a
successful weekend
against arch-rival
Toledo.
By Jason A. Dixan
IHE BO NEWS

Northwest
Ohio wins
three of
four at
state finals
By Rusty Miller

IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

COLUMBUS, Ohio—Why not
just move the whole thing to, say,
FindlayorUma?
Three of the four teams that
won titles at the 82nd boys state
tournament on Saturday hailed
from the northwest part of the
state, and all four came from
locations in the western half of
the state.
Oltawa-Glandorf in Division
II, St. Henry in Division III and
Holgate in Division IV each captured titles. Only Hamilton's gritty win over Toledo St. lohn's in the
Division I final prevented a
sweep by the northwest quadrant.
The tournament marked the
first time since 1981 that no
parochial school won a state title.
Here's a capsule look at the four
championship games:
Division I
They're partying in Hamilton
like it's 1954.
Brandon lampley scored 16
points, including four free throws
in the final 40 seconds, as
Hamilton High School won its
first state championship since
1954, beating Toledo St. lohn's
51-48.
"It won't be 50 years for us the
next time," Hamilton coach
Larry Allen vowed.
The tide was the Big Blue's

TOLEDO — All was definitely
not forgotten after Toledo's softball team split Saturday's double
header with Bowling Green, and
snapped a 14-game losing
streak to the Falcons in the
process.
BG never let the same Rocket
formula for success materialize
when the two teams returned to

the field vesterday, as the
Falcons (12-14,2-1 MAC) took a
6-0 victory behind IJZ Vrabei's
complete-game eight-strikeout
performance.
"We shouldn't have lost
ISaturday's] game," said BG
Head Coach Leigh Ross-Shaw
referring to Saturday's 2-1 loss to
the Rockets "We didn't play the
way that we should have, and
we knew it and all the way home,
there wasn't a word said the
whole time because everybody
knew we should have won."
"We hit the ball [yesterday]
finally, and we settled down and
tried to relax at the plate," she
said. "We played great D, Vrabel
threw the ball well and that's the

way they should play every
game."
Vrabel went 2-0 during the
weekend, which improved her
record to 6-8 on the season and
combined for 14 strikeouts, and
gave up only seven hits —
including a one-hitter in a 3-0
win to open the series — in her
two starts
"She threw well even though
they started catching up to the
fastball a little bit," Ross-Shaw
said. "She just threw well the
whole weekend, but 1 can't say
they were her best performances because she's been
throwing well along."
BG had 11 hits yesterday, led
by centerfielder leanine Baca,

Baseball wins MAC opener
ByAdamHntzak
SPORIS REPORTER

Pitching has been the key to success this season for the Bowling Green baseball team, and it
carried them to victory bnce again this weekend.
Tyler Johnson pitched 7 1/3 innings allowing
five hits and one unearned run in a pitching duel
to help the Falcons win the second game and
sweep their double header Saturday against Ball
State. Steve Raszka drove in both nins for BG and
Matt Hundley pitched the final 1 1/3 innings to
pick up his first save of the season as they held on
to win 2-1 at Stellar Field.
The teams played two Saturday due to a rainout on Friday, the seventh for BG since spring
break. The rain outs have made it touglier for
pitchers to stay loose, but lohnson (3-0) was not
affected. His command was a little off in the first
two innings, but a 1-2-3 third inning settled him
down and he never looked back. He was able to
locate his pitches well and let the defense do their
job.
"It definitely helps when you have defense
backing you up," said lohnson, who walked two
and struck out four. "II was| keeping the ball
down and letting the infielders do the work."
With the Falcons trailing 1-0 in the bottom of
the sixth, Eric Lawson drew a leadoff walk. After
Andy Hudak singled up the middle to put two on
with no out, cleanup hitter Nolan Reimold
stepped to the plate. Head Coach Danny Schmitz
called for Reimold to lay down a sacrifice bunt,
which he did perfectly moving the runners to
second and third. Raszka then lined one to right
on the first pitch, scoring both runners to give BG

BBALL FINALS, PAGE 6
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CLEVELAND — In a season of
amazing achievement, LeBron
lames reached a new high. Put
simply, he played his finest game
when his team needed it the
most.
If the Cleveland Cavaliers go on
to qualify for the playoffs for the
first time since 1997, many will
point to this performance as the
reason why.
Breaking out of a personal
slump, James took over in the
fourth quarter Saturday night
and carried a team that had forgotten how to win, willing the
Cavs past the New Jersey Nets
107-104.
"I had to rum it to another
gear," James said after producing
41 points and 13 assists.
How dominant was the rookie's performance against the twotime
defending
Eastern
Conference champions?
— He scored 16 points in the
fourth quarter, including the
Cavaliers' final 10.
— He either scored or assisted
on all but eight of Cleveland's 32
points in the fourth quarter.

— He scored six in the final 39
seconds, snatching a victory after
the Cavaliers trailed nearly the
entire game.
The win ended a four-game
losing streak for Cleveland (3240) and tied it with Boston for the
eighth and final playoff spot in
the East, heading into the Celtics'
game yesterday against the 76ers.
"To win a big game like this,
after being down all game long...
has to do a lot for our confidence," Cavaliers coach Paul Silas
said.
He thought it clearly was
James' best game — and Silas
wasn't the only one.
"I don't think 'surprised' is the
word. We stay impressed with
him," said Cavaliers forward
Carlos Boozer, who had 21 points
and 11 rebounds. "Wfe all, as basketball fans, admire what he is
doing."
The game marked several
achievements for James:
— He set career highs in points
and assists, topping previous personal bests of 38 points and 10
assists.
— He had the most points by a
rookie since Jason Richardson

game.
The Falcons jumped onto the
scoreboard in the third inning
with two runs when Kristen
Anderson singled home Lindsay
Heimrich and Ashley Zirkle,
who went 2-for-3 singled home
Rango.
Vrabel said the lead allowed
her to settle down and pitch her
game.
"It always helps the pitcher
when she gets runs behind her,"
she said. "We started off on a
positive note and this will definitely give us confidence in conference play. I know we're going
to keep the same motivation.
Bring on anyone, we'll take them
all."

Starting
pitching
akeyin
BG's wins
By Elliott Schreiner
ASSISTANT SPORTS E0II0R

Mike MetzjerBG News

WINDING UP: Bowling Green's Tyler Saneholtz gets ready to toss it to the plate.
Saneholtz picked up a win in BG's conference openers after allowing just one run.

Saturday's double header
sweep
of
Mid-American
Conference foe Ball State did not
come by accident for the
Bowling Green baseball team.
The Falcons posted wins of 54 and 2-1 to move to 3-0 at home
and 2-0 in the MAC.
The victories over the defending MAC West champions came
by using grit, timely hitting and
most of all, great starting pitching.
The great starting pitching
came in the form of two Tylers,
Saneholtz and lohnson.
"Saneholtz and Johnson did a
great job." BG head coach
Danny Schmitz said. "We
weren't sure how they were
going to throw.
It was
Saneholtz's first real start since
spring break so that was a good
STARTERS, PAGE 6

Gutierrez sent to
New York Mets

LeBron kicks it
into high gear
By Joe Milicia

who went 3-for-5 with an RBI,
and she was also one of three
Falcons to have at least two hits
in the game.
Third baseman Gina Rango,
who went 1-3 with an RBI and
two nins scored, said the team
was confident from the start.
"We really played as a team,
and as the hits started coming
our confidence grew even
more," Rango said. "We were
facing the same pitcher that we
lost to, but coach just told us to
wait back on her and the hits will
start coming, and that's what we
did."
The Rockets 16-15, 1-2) were
led by second-baseman Vicki
Nelson, who went 2-for-3 in the

By lorn Withers
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Tony Dejak AP Photo

ABOVE THE RIM: The Cavs' LeBron James makes his final basket
for the night against the New Jersey Nets in the fourth quarter
Saturday. James finished with a career-high 41 points.
scored 40 on April 16,2002.

—He scored the most points by
a Cavaliers rookie, topping Ron
Harper's 40 points on Feb. 4,
1987.
—At 19 years, 87 days old, he
became the youngest player to
score 40 or more points in an
NBA game. Clifford Robinson

had 45 points for Detroit on
March 9, 1980, four days before
he turned 20, according to the
Elias Sports Bureau.
James had been struggling
along with the rest of the
Cavaliers after point guard Jeff
LEBRON.PAGE 6
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WINTER HAVEN, Fla. —
Ricky Gutierrez's impressive
comeback is veering back over
totheNL
The veteran infielder, whose
career was nearly ended by a
serious neck injury, was traded
yesterday with cash to the New
York Mets for a player to be
named.
"I'm just happy someone else
wanted me," Gutierrez said
before leaving Cleveland's
camp
He played in just 16 games
last season after undergoing a
risky surgery in October 2002 to
have two vertebrae fused in his
neck. However, the 33-year-old
arrived for spring training in
great shape and played well
enough that the Mets grabbed
him to be a backup.
"Ricky overcome odds that
no one thought he could,"
Indians general manager Mark
Shapiro said. "This guy is a pro,
and I don't use that word lightly"
The Indians will pay a "large
majority" of Gutierrez's $4.6
million salary this season, said
Shapiro, who needed approval

Dim* BurlesonAP Photo

TRADED: Cleveland's Ricky
Gutierrez (throwing) was traded to the Mets Sunday.

from the commissioner's office
because the club is assuming
more than $1 million.
Gutierrez signed a three-year,
$11.5 million deal as a free
agent with the Indians in
December 2001. Cleveland
held a $5 million contract for
TRIBE TRADE. PAGE 6
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NW Ohio wins
divisions II, III, IV
BBALL FINALS, FROM PAGE 5

fourth and cams on the golden
anniversary of its last when
I lamilton won the Class A title by
beating Columbus South.
The victory moved Hamilton
125-21 into a six-way tie for the
third most titles won.
It was yel another disappointment for St. John's (23-5), which
has played in four state tournaments and lost in the final three
times.
"We goi outplayed by a team
that executed well today," St.
lohn's'coach Kd I leinlschel said.
University of Dayton-bound
Brian Roberts scored 18 points

for the Titans,

Division III
Versailles took the league, St.
Henry won the state.
Kurt Huelsman, a 6-foot-9
sophomore center, dominated
inside and St. Henry—after an 02 start to the season — made up
for a regular-season loss lo
Midwest Athletic Conference
rival Versailles with a 61 -49 win.
The teams, separated by just 15
miles, both play in the MAC (as
did Division IV runner-up Maria
Stein Marion Local).
"In the MAC, every game's a big
game, every game's a rivalry," said
St. Henry point guard leremy
Schwieterman. "You have to
come out ready to play or the
other team will take it to you."
It was St. I lenry's fourth state
title, tying for third place for the
most ever in Ohio. The Redskins
won previous crowns in 1979,
1990 and 1991.
I luclsman had 11 points and
12 rebounds for St. Henry (22-5).
which won its ninth game in a
row.
Versailles (27-1) was trying to
become the fourth school to win
a football and boys basketball
title In the same school year.

Division II
Twins Tiltl and Eric Pollitz were
double trouble for Canal Fulton
Northwest as Ottawa-Glandorf
rolled to a 75-42 row.
O-G had strong teams the past
two years, but each time lost in
the regional finals lo three-time
Mr. Basketball LcBmn lames and
Akron St. Vincent-St. Mary.
"IeBron's been a big obstacle,"
Eric Pollitz said. "Losing to him
twice in the regional finals was
heartbreaking. This being our
Division IV
senior year, we fell it was our
Wild-haired big man Earnest
time."
Ferguson might just have put
The Pollitzes, brawny 6-foot-5 I lolgate on the map.
seniors with brush-cut red hair,
"Half the people in Ohio don't
were
both
second-team know where Holgate is," he said
Associated Press All-Ohio choic- as he prepared to cut down the
es. Tim starred early before sitting nets.
out most of the second quarter
Ferguson scored 14 points and
with foul trouble opening the dominated Marion Local inside
door for Eric lo take over the in leading I lolgate to a 40-32 vicgame.
tory and its first Division IV state
Eric scored 21 points, had 15 championship on Saturday.
rebounds and eight assists, with
it was defense that got the
Tim adding 18 points, three Tigers (21-6) to the ultimate
assists and three rebounds for game, and defense that won it for
third-ranked O-G (27-1), which them. None of their final nine
won its 18th consecutive game.
opponents scored as many as 40
No one was more impressed points.
with the twins than Northwest
"We hang our hat on our
coach |im Lower.
defense," Holgate coach Paul
"They are great players. They Wayne said. "We didn't give them
handle the ball so well and pass many looks. They didn't get into a
so well," lower said. "You don't flow because our guys contested
find many who can play like their shots."
that."
Marion Local (18-10), back to
Vinnie Sette scored 12 points defend its title despite losing all
for Northwest (25-2), which had a five starters, scored the fewest
22-game winning streak come to points in a small-school champi;ui end.
onship game since Farmer beat
Worthington36-32inl946.

Mets get their utility
infielder in Gutierrez
TRIBE TRADE, FROM PAGE 5

next season with a $750,000 buyout.
The Mets had been shopping
for a utility infielder in recent
weeks, and Gutierrez, who has
played in the NL for San Diego,
Houston and Chicago, can fill a
variety' of roles. He played first
base for the first time in his career
this week.
Shapiro said Mets GM lim
Duquette told him he planned to

use Gutierrez as a backup at second behind lose Reyes and third
to give Ty Wigginion some time
off.
The Indians weren't expecting
much this spring from Gutierrez,
who pondered retirement a year
ago when he was unable to play
following the operation.
But he is no longer bothered by
numbness in his arms and was
ninning and hitting like he used
to. Gutierrez batted .375 with five
RBIs in 13 spring games.

Saneholtz, Johnson not
feeling the effects of layoff
STARTERS, FROM PAGE 5

two and a half weeks."
The two had problems in the
early going as their lay off caused
for some accuracy problems in
the game's opening innings.
"We've been laid off." Johnson
said. "It's hard getting back into a
groove."
The rust wouldn't last for long
as both continued their strong
seasons with a pair of gems
today.
Saneholtz started the first
game and went 6 2/3 innings,
striking out six while allowing just
one run. His effort gave the
Falcons a decisive 4-1 lead when
he left the game which was just
enough for the home team to
hang on.
Not to be outdone was
Johnson, who went 71 /3 innings,
allowing just five hits and no
earned runs. After walking two
batters in the first two innings,
Johnson was on top of his game,
walking none in his final five
innings of work and allowing just
one unearned run.
After the extended vacation,

which saw the Falcons play just
one scheduled home game in the
past two weeks, the two are feeling like they are ready for the
stretch run.
"I'm feeling good," Saneholtz
said. "Even after the two week
layoff."
"We've had a limit on our pitch
count," lohnson said. "Now we're
getting a chance to get back in
tempo."
The efforts of the two starters
gave Ball State their first 0-2 mark
in MAC play since 1994. After
dropping three to the Cardinals
last season, the wins couldn't
taste sweeter for BG.
"It feels good after last year,"
Saneholtz said. "We owed them.
When you've got the hitting,
defense and pitching going,
you're going to play well.
After the win, the two have
now combined to throw 46 1/3
innings, allowing just two earned
runs while winning all six of their
decisions. Their efforts have
made for a microscopic 0.39
E.RA between the both of them.
Needless to say, this is a trend
that could last all season.

"We were searching for offense on the
four-game losing streak, and I know I
was not picking it up."
LEBRON JAMES, CAVS GUARD

James breaks out of
slump in Cavs victory
IEBR0N.FROMPAGE5

Mclnnis went down with a
bruised shoulder bone, shooting 32 percent in four straight
losses.
"We were searching for
offense on the four-game losing
streak, and I know I was not
picking it up," James said.
He scored'just nvo points in
the first quarter Saturday,
shooting 1 -for-4 and looked like
he could be in for a long night.
But then James seemed to take
it upon himself to turn the
Cavaliers' fortunes around.
Making drive after drive, he
would split defenders and
occasionally take hard fouls.
James picked himself up off the
court more than once and

made all 10 free throws.
His last 10 points came on a
19-foot jumper with 1:49 left,
two free throws at the 1:23 mark
and three straight drives in the
final 39 seconds. He slammed
the final basket in with two
hands.
"He really took it to the hoop,
made big shots, steals," Silas
said. "Whatever was needed, he
provided for us."
With Mclnnis on the injured
list, James looks like the
Cavaliers' best option at point
guard down the stretch. The
decision to move James over
from shooting guard could be
easier for Silas with the reemergence of Kedrick Brown,
who shot 5-for-5 for 12 points in
a reserve role Saturday.
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BG sweeps BSU in
Saturday twin tilt
BASEBALL, FROM PAGE 5

their only runs of the game.
"We played some good team
baseball,"
said
Schmitz.
"Reimold gets a sacrifice bunt
to move runners up and then
Raszka does his job, gets a pitch
and knocks in the two runs, so it
was good team execution all
around."
Reimold's been hot with the
bat all year, so it was an interesting move for Schmitz to have
him bunt, but Schmitz wants
his players to execute in every
situation they are in.
"We expect all of our guys, we
don't care who they are, if we
call on them to get a bunt down,
then they need to get it down."
said Schmitz.
The sweep of Ball State, the
reigning
Mid-American
Conference West champions,
was big for BG to start off conference play and served as a bit
of redemption.
"lit felt) good |to win] espe-

cially after last year, when we
got swept by them," said game
one starter Tyler Saneholtz.
In game one of the double
header, the Falcons held off a
late rally from Ball State to win
5-4. Saneholtz allowed four hits
and one earned run in 6.2
innings to improve his record to
3-0 this season.
Hudak homered, his first of
the year, to right in the first
inning to put the Falcons up 1 0. BG put three on the board in
sixth with Josh Stewart's RBI
single and jimmy Lipari's two
run single.
Reimold drove in what
turned out to be the game winning run in the seventh, when
he singled down the left field
line to bring in Hudak. The
Cardinals Lucas Fry hit a threerun home run in the top of the
eighth off Neil Schmitz.
Schmitz did not allow another
hit after that point to lead BG to
victory.

CLOTHING
The Hottest Fashions
80% to 00% OFF!!
Jeans
Sweaters
Pants
Tops
Tanks

$14.99
$14.99
$9.99
$6.99
$4.99

MAJOR BRANDS
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
BRAND NAME WAREOHD USE

Mon. March 29 9am to 9pm
Tues. March 30 9am to 9pm
Student Union Room 202 B!
j!lTl*riBTTr*ir"^Ti i? ifWftBl?■WSpffiSPlPCTWHllMigrSf
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Sore feet, happy hearts

m

Marathon

Ben Swanf« 6G News

REST FINALLY COMES: Dance Marathon participants take in some needed rest on the floor of the Student Recreation Center just after the end of the 32-hour event. The final total raised was $150,316.08.

DM '04: Less raised, same joy for participants
By Miranda Bond
REPORTER

As Dance Marathon 2004 came
10 an end and the total amount of
money raised was announced, it
was apparent the total was less
than last year.
This year $150,316.81 in cash
was raised compared lo the
$322,159.40 last year.
But the numbers need lo be
defined.
Last year the grand total
included donations other than
cash or "non-monetary" items.
For example in the past Pepsi
donated $5,000 in products.
These types of donations have
previously been added into the
grand total.
According to steering committee members last year's total
would have been approximately
$245,000 if the "non-monetary"
items had been excluded.
Throughout the fund raising
process this year, the finance
committee has handled things
differently.

This included the way (hey presented the grand total.
They also decided not to
announce their progress or totals
until the end of the marathon.
And finally they put less emphasis on the amount raised, and
more emphasis on the cause,
according to steering committee
members.
In a past article by The BG
News, )en Ellerman, public relations for DM said, "This year the
focus is directed more towards
the kids so that people don't lose
sight and remember that they are
most important right now."
Closing ceremonies continued
to reinforce the importance of the
kids. Emotions poured out of the
exhausted participants as the
final hour ticked by at the student
rec center.
A wave of joy swept over the
audience as everyone completed
the final line dance and balloons
fell over the hundreds of spectators and participants.
"Right now I'm pretty pumped
1 '

THE NUMBERS...
This year the steering commitlee decided to display
the grand total in actual dollars raised, instead of the
amount of all items donated, including non-monetary items. For example in the past if Pepsi had donated $5,000 it would be added to the total. The total is
lower than last year, but not as low as it seems.
because a lot of the final closing
stuff, the line dancing one more
time, but my feet are tired," moral
captain Mali Bell said.
After it was officially over every
one stayed around to congratulate each other, share hugs and
reflect on the experience.
"I'm not really as tired as I
thought I would be," said dancer
Nicole Grimm, "I'm glad it's over
in a way, this is my last year so I'm
kind of sad."
"It is so mind boggling, being
up this whole time, when you
want to go back for a nap you
really think of what you are doing
it fo( and supporting the dancers

' 1

was nice too," said moraler
Marissa Rodrigcz.
As the steering committee
reflected on DM 2004 they
reached their goal of total focus
on the children that they were
helping, rather than the amount
of money raised.
"This is probably the most
successful Dance Marathon that
we have ever had because everyone's focus was 100 percent on
the children, and that
is what
we have been going for..."said
Jared Wright, assistant director of
internal steering committee. "It is
not about the money."

Past Miracle Child
still cares for DM
By Kara Hull
EDITOR IN CHiIF

Ready.
Aim.
Rre.
Using the back of his wheelchair as a shield, 12-year-old
Nathan Watt pulls the trigger on
his squirt gun, giving unsuspecting Dance Marathon participants a cold shower. If he's lucky,
they'll be unarmed. But more
than once he was caught in the
line of fire by water guns more
powerful than the handheld pink
and green ones he clutched.
But despite a soaked T-shirt
and cargo pants, this Miracle
Child continues to come back for
more—after he reloads his

weapons, of course.
It's with this same determination and excitement that
Nathan, one of the children
sponsored in last year's
Marathon, approached the
opportunity to return this year as
an "alumnus."
Though Nathan's noticed
some changes this year, including a longer line dance and more
squirt guns within reach, there's
one thing that hasn't changed, he
said—the dedication of participants.
"The best thing is that college
students are taking time for the
kids," he said. "They could be
NATHAN.PAGE 8
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Above: Mike Hays, left and his
daughter Ashley, play in bubbles
while attending marathon.

Memories

Right: Dancers take part in the
annual Dance Marathon Line
Dance as the event comes to a
close.

from the

The ninthannual Dance
Marathon
ended last evening
with one more year
of memories and
$150,316,81 raised
to benefit the
Children's Miracle
Network and children in Northwest
Ohio.

Marathon

w

LOOK WHO!
Sidney Ribeau,
president of the
University, performs
the famous chicken
dance in front of the
crowd last evening
in the Rec Center.

,fc

CAPTAI*

V

BOOTlEFty

WATCH OUT: Niki Messmore,
student, and seven-year-old
Emmalee Halleck, a Miracle
Child with juvenile diabetes,
take aim with squirtguns.

■
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Event equals more than fun for Nathan
NATHAN, FROM PAGE 7

doing anything in the world right
now ... but they're here for us.
That why I came here, because
they help us. I want to give back
to the community that gives to
me."
Bom with Spina Bifida, Nathan
has endured 32 surgeries, the first
of which occurred when he was
three days old.
According to the Spina Bifida
Association of America, this condition is the most common
Neural Tube Defect (NTD) and
affects one out of every 1,000
newboms in the United States. It
results from the failure of the
spine to close properly during the
first month of pregnancy.

Nathan's case, however,
was not so common.
"His was a fatty, benign
tumor in the spinal column
where the spinal cord went out
into the spinal column," said
Keith Watt, Nathan's father, in an
interview at last year's Marathon.
"His was a real rare type."
But the past year has been a
healthy one for Nathan, Keith
said, with only one minor surgery
in September.
Even though Nathan's not
being financially sponsored this
year, he and sisters McKenzie, 8
and Hannah, 6, were ready to
return for more fun at the
University's Dance Marathon.
Kven their parents joined in, with
mother Diana salsa dancing on

stage with Marathon volunteers.
Toledo natives, the Watt family
has also participated in the
University of Toledo's Dance
Marathon in the past, but the
University's Marathon stands out
among the rest, Keith said.
"Nobody can imagine how
much goes on," he said. "The BG
kids go far beyond the call of duty.
They make sure that not only are
the kids (sponsored! from this
year taken care of, but they invite
kids from previous years to come
back and participate."
According to Nathan, friendship is something that's hard to
come by when you're sick. So
when the opportunity for kids to
make lasting friendships arises—
like he did at last year's event—

you just have to take it, he said.
"For some kids, they don't have
the chance to make a lot of
friends because they spend most
of their time in the hospital," he
said. "But when they can come to
Dance Marathon, they can meet
friends that they'll have for the
rest of their life. They can see that
there are kids just like them having fun."
And for those kids who may be
worried about not being "well
enough" to participate in their
first Dance Marathon, Nathan
offers a few words of advice.
"Have fun, lay back and enjoy
■MtoprMNM
yourself," he said, "(ust have fun
because if you get sick everyone GOTCHA: Nathan Watt, one of the children sponsored during last
will take care of yoa"
year's Dance Marathon, fires away at DM participants with squirt
guns. Nathan, 12, came to this year's event to support the dancers.

r
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DM quilts keep memories warm
By Mindy VanHoulen
REPORTER

Fabric-painted flowers, footprints,
stars and flowers decorate two blue,
green and violet pastel quilts. Phrases
such as "For the Kids" and "Dream
Team" cover quilt squares in brightly colored puffy paint. Each square holds
scrawled out names in magic marker of
Dance Marathon participants and children who decorated squares.
Yesterday at the 2004 Dance
Marathon, two Miracle quilts were auctioned off to raise money for the children
at St. Vincent Mercy Hospital.
This year's quilts raised over $800.
Kevin Tennant, general manager for BG
24 News purchased the quilt decorated
by Dance Marathon participants for
$500.
"The Miracle quilt has been a Dance

Marathon tradition since it started. It's a
nice keepsake," |en Ellerman, quilt coordinator and public relations chair for
Dance Marathon said. FJIerman and her
mother pieced together the quilt
squares once they were decorated. "1
sewed on all of the buttons," FJIerman
said.
The quilts are not only a tradition for
those involved in Dance Marathon, but
also for the children staying in the pediatric unit at St. Vincent Mercy Hospital.
During a Halloween party, the children who were able to leave their rooms,
helped decorate squares for one of the
quilts. Dancers and moralcrs, throughout the year leading up to Dance
Marathon, could also buy quilt squares
at the marathon's Overall meetings for
$6. The students could then decorate.
Last year the decorators' work paid off

when the quilts were auctioned off for
over $1,000. F.llerman's sorority, Alpha
Gamma Delta, outbid the other sororities and fraternities and bought one of
the quilts.
1 Herman said the bids kept going up
and her sorority's president suddenly
shouted out a $1,000 and shut out the
other bidders. The proceeds from last
year's quilts covered the expenses to
redo a playroom in the pediatric unit at
Mercy Hospital.
"It's a nice way to represent Dance
Marathon and its something to show to
new recruits to explain to them what
Dance Marathon is all about," FJIerman
said.
I llrim.in said the quilt her sorority
purchased hangs in their house to
remind pledges what Dance Marathon
is all about.

QUILT: Eric, a marathon
visitor, holds a Dance
Marathon Miracle quilt.
The boy is just one of
many children that visit
during the festivities.
The quilts are auctioned
during the marathon
and proceeds go to St.
Vincent's Mercy Hospital,
an area hospital that
serves the larger
community and also
children suffering from
many illnesses.

Mike MeUgerBG News

Many
areas
hold
DMs

Senior volunteer embraces DM
By Carrie Whitaker
MANAGING EDITOR

To Rebecca Ricciardi, truly,
Dance Marathon is not about
the money raised, the camaraderie created between students and their organizations or
the students' memories.
These are the bonus features.
The factor that has inspired
Ricciardi to volunteer for the
past four years is simply because
"It's for the kids".
"When the kids are happy and
enjoying themselves they can
forget about the problems they
are going through," Ricciardi
said.
Although the kids benefit
from the money, Ricciardi said,
the experience is what is lasting
in their minds.
, "The kids love that college students care about them and want
to hang out with them."
Ricciardi said.
Over the past four years
Ricciardi has contributed quite a
bit of time to Dance Marathon, a
personal tradition she began
freshman year when her resident adviser asked for help.
During her freshman year
Ricciardi helped her RA serve

food to dancers and did cleanup work as well. The following
year Ricciardi was the Dancer
Group Representative for Kohl
Hall, the next a member of the
finance core committee and
finally, her senior year, she was
chosen for the finance chair
position on the steering committee, the core group of organizers for the
marathon.
"The first year I
didn't really know
what
Dance
Marathon was, but
each year I was able
to
get
more
involved through
new
positions,"
Ricciardi said.
As a finance
major Ricciardi was
well qualified to be

the finance chair. Her job
includes being responsible for
counting and budgeting the
money raised.
"If it has to do with money 1 do
it," Ricciardi said.
In her four years she has seen
more change than the total
amount of money raised.
"Each year I have seen us try
to do more
events

that

tap into other
parts of the
community,"
Ricciardi said.
"This year we
successfully
brought in
high

school

sliult'llls

The goal
this year, was
focused more

"Each year I have seen us try to do more events
that tap into other parts of the community."
"This year we successfully brought in high
school students."
REBECCA RICCIARDI, DANCE MARATHON FINANCE CHAIR

on creating a good experience
for the children and not as much
on raising more money than
pasl years, Ricciardi said.
"The most important part of
the marathon is the kids,"
Ricciardi said. "They keep us
focused and they give us the
endurance to go on."
As dedicated as Ricciardi has
been with Dance Marathon,
other members of her family
have shown offered their time to
the charity as well. Her sister
Sara, who graduated in May
2003 participated in the
marathon. And, Becky will nol
lx' the last Ricciardi, her sister
Kate, a freshman, began volunteering this year.
"IBccky's involvement] has
made me want to be a part of
Dance Marathon because I see
what she puts forth for the kids,"
Kate Ricciardi said. "It is somediing I want to invest my time
in."
Her parents, who have been to
four Dance Marathons and plan
to go to three more (until Kate
graduates) have become familiar with the event to say the least,
father, Paul Ricciardi even built a
table and did some other handv

work this year.
Dance Marathon has really
become quite a Ricciardi event,
but to Paul and Marie it is as
much about supporting their
children as the miracle children.
"We like helping Becky succeed," Paul Ricciardi said. "The
nice thing about Becky is she
asked us to help, she thinks we
are good enough parents that
she wants us to 1M? involved."
With plans to graduate In May
diis is Ricciardi's last year as an
undergraduate at the University;
Bui, she said it will not be her last
year with Dance Marathon.
There are alumni positions
like alumni relations chair that
Ricciardi said she will be looking
into. She also plans to participate
in other philanthropies after she
graduates. But, she will always
cherish her marathon memories
She feels the Children's
Miracle Network is a great charity for the University to support.
"We were there to make the children's lives better," Ricciardi said.
"What could be better than
that?"

By Christy Jenkins
REPORTER

Students danced the hours
away this weekend to raise
money for the Children's
Miracle Network during the
University's eighth annual
Dance Marathon this weekend.
But students at the
University are not alone.
Over 90 schools across the
country
host
Dance
Marathons to raise money for
their local Children's Miracle
Network, according to Katie
Schrier, National Director of
Children Miracle Network's
Dance Marathon Program.
The Children's Miracle
Network Dance Marathon
HISTORY, PAGE 10
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Miracle child inspiration at DM
children.
"When I look
out here, all I see
With u smile that
is love," she said.
could light up .i room,
Kem also visAndrew Kern had the
ited DM on
ability to inspire hunSaturday, sportdreds of college stuing a long black
dents. His strength and
braided
wig
upbeat attitude caused
which belonged
two students to make a
to Andrew. Kern
trip from Bowling
said her son
Cireen to Memphis,
loved wearing
just so they could
the wig, which
spend four hours with
served as an
him. All this and he
example of his
was onlv nine years
good sense of
old.
humor.
"He was one amazKem said that
ing boy," said Amanda
even
though
Samson, family relapeople might
tions chair for Dance
have stared at
Marathon. "He was
him when he
wise way beyond his
went
out,
years."
IN REMEMBRANCE: A picture of Andrew was presented to
Andrew one of last Dance Marathon yesterday by mother Shelly Kern. Andrew was Andrew always
year's Miracle Children a Miracle Child last year, he died earlier this month, moto ponM kept a positive
outlook on life,
benefiting from DM,
.
underwent treatment.
something he held onto since
passed away on March 11 from
"Andrew was my treasure," she
being diagnosed with the disease
non-1 lodgkin's lymphoma, a
said. "One thing about Andrew in January 2003.
form of cancer trial affects die
was he just wouldn't quit."
"1 thank (iod for letting Andrew
immune system.
kern encouraged DM mem- be here with us," Wright said. "He
I lis mother, Shelly Kem, spoke
bers, telling them that the trials has opened so many hearts."
at the closing ceremony last night
they faced this weekend, includWright, along with other DM
at DM. She presented Jared
ing slaying on their feet for XI members, got to know Andrew
Wright, assistant director of interstraight hours, will help make last year through hospital visits
nal lor DM, with a full-page
them the leaders of tomorrow.
and other DM events
photo of Andrew, taken for St.
She thanked them for the funds
"Through Andrew's participajude hospital, a facility in
and hope they provide to local tion, a lot of us were able to grow
Memphis, Twin., where Andrew
By Allison Halco

CAMPUS NEKS EDITOR

close to him," Wright said.
The Kern family sent DM
members e-mails even after last
year's event to keep them updated on Andrew's situation.
"Once a child is a Miracle
Child, they are a Miracle Child for
the rest of their life," Wright said.
Wright and one of his fraternity
brothers were so inspired by
Andrew that they drove to
Memphis and back in a day, even
though this only allowed them
time for a four- hour visit. When
Andrew passed away, Wright,
along widi eight other DM steering committee members, attend-

ed his funeral.
"lared has been a blessing,"
Kent said.
Throughout the weekend, DM
members wore buttons with
Andrew's picture on them, to
remind them of the purpose of
the event.
Andrew's story has certainly
had a large impact on the lives of
DM members. His legacy serves
as representation of all children
DM supports, according to
Jennifer Page, DM director.
"He touched our hearts," Page
said. "You find a little bit of
Andnw in every Miracle Child."

Ben Swan»«r 8G Nan

THANK YOU: Shelly Kern talks
to DM members about her son
and praise DM for the hard work.

DM provides life skills
HISTORY. FROM PAGE 9

Program started
ten years ago at
Indiana University. The program was modeled
after Perm Slate's IIION program, which raises
money for Pennsylvania hospitals.
I be II ION program, started in 1973 by the Penn
Slate lnlertralemity/ I^anhellenic Council, raised
15 million dollars this year.
In the Children's Miracle Network Dance
Marathons' first year. I schools participated and
raised $142,000 for the Children's Miracle Network.
By 1997, IB schools held Dance Marathons and
raised more than $600,000.

This year, participating schools raised approximately $3 million.
The University's Dance Marathon, along with
programs at Indiana University, Iowa University,
and Iowa State University lead the way in fund raising for the Children's Miracle Network.
Iowa University and Indiana University are the
top fundraising schools, each raising over $600,000
this year.
" Beyond what dance marathon does for the hospitals—the fundraising dollars—I think for college
students it provides an opportunity to develop
business and life skills," Schrier said.
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can get help with their tuition through the UPS Earn and Learn Program.
And it's available day one of employment.

COME SEE A UPS RECRUITER ON CAMPUS:

; Toumhouses

Carports

• Carports

IN THE 2 BDRM:

• Washer & Dryer
Hookups

• Washer & Dryer
Hookups

• 2 Baths

• 1 & 1/2 BATHS

• Full Basement

AfEfcCA
Management Inc.

BGSU BUS SHUTTLE SERVICE

EARN*

Get up to $23,000* in College Education Assistance

Program

wi,h ,he UPS Earn and Learn

*

Bedroom

CHI I 353-5800 Today!

Monday, March 29th from 12pm-5pm • Career Services
Wednesday, March 31st from 1pm-5pm • Career Services

The UPS

~1 6 2Bedroom
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PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS
• $8.50-59.50/hr, with increases of 50C after 90 days & 50C at one year
• Paid Vacations
• Weekends 6 Holidays Off
• Excellent Benefits (Medical/Dental/Vision/Lile 6 401K)
• Weekly Paycheck
• On-site classes

CALL UPS TODAY!
419-891-6820
For additional information, please contact:
Steve Eich (det1sje@ups.com)
or Jam) Rosier (jaiiilee@bgnet.bgsu.edu)

1550 Holland Road
Maumee, OH 43537

"All Day, Everyday"
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www.upsjobs.com
Equal Opportunity Employer "Program guidelines apply
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DANCE MARATHON

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Monday. March 29,2004 11

Classified Ads
372-6977
The BG Nc*i -ill not kno-injl> accept
ad**rtiwmcMi thai dmr iminaic. or ctKourafc
JiKTimiruiHm again! tay individual <« group
on the rum of race. *ei. tutor, creed, religion,
national origin teiual oncnutum. ili\abtlii).
iialu* at a veteran, or on Die twit of any olher
legally protected Uatu>

To support
Dance
Marathon, BG
News Photo Editor
Ashley Kuntz joined
bikers for a 180-mile
ride from Cincinnati
to Bowling Green.
The event, organized by Sigma Chi,
raised $1,500 for DM
this year.

The BG Nc»» rtirnd ihc right to decline, di.
continue or revue any advcmvcmeiM uith a>i
tr»»e found to be defamatory. lacking in factual h-.i. rrmleadmg or lalw in nature All
advrtinenicni. arc vuhject lo editing and
approval

Services Offered
Make money taking on-line surveys
Earn $10 to $125 for surveys
Earn $25 to $250 for focus groups.
Visit www.cash4studenis.com/bowlg
SCHOLARSHIP
Non-traditional women students, apply now. April 10 deadline. Contact
cindycolvin2002 @ ya hoo. com

Personals

6 ikers
Bond
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Campus Pollyeyes

•

* A
* fll

2-4-1 Pizza's. 4-9pm
Pick-up or Dine In 352-9638

1

f

RISE h" SHINE: Bikers
get an early start on their
ride back to Bowling Green
yesterday.

: 5

Classifieds
continued on

/

Page 12...

VILLAGE GREEK
APARTMENTS

Join The

NEWIS

We're filling up fast!

Rentals

•/$100 off Deposit
uaytu^c / Two bedroom apartments

♦ NO PARENTAL GUARANTEE NEEDl
Undergraduate housing
Graduate & professional housing
Professional management team
Pets permitted in some rentals

2 Mocks from Campus!
* ti I - iiiuil r}

Stop by or call us at 019) 352-5620
332 S. Main
Bowling Green

>

w

-•>

together for the kids

♦
♦
♦
♦

$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
Fraternltles-Sororltles-Sludent
Groups- 4 hours ot your group's
time PLUS our free (yes, free)
lundraising solutions EQUALS
SI .000-2,000 in earnings tor your
group. Call TODAY lor a $450 bonus when you schedule your nonsales tundraiser with CampusFundraiser. Contact CampusFundraiser,
(888) 923-3238 or visit
www camouslundraiser com

BREAK TIME: Bonnie Williamsen. freshmen, takes a break before
heading back out onto the road. Williamsen rode with others from
her sorority Alpha Omicron Pi.

480 Lehman
354-3533
villagegreeMOdacor.net

www.newloverentals.com
newloveinfounewloverentals.com

ARM

* (In sit. .Minakit.-itM.-at \ *Llinl.I
* !'....I & I'lcwk urea*. «ill. flriOkl
* Hii;li-s|K'vil Inl, in. t .\i». ss
* ti-ii.nir ii.vi.-.Mii s, i.;..

G IMC Live Well:
Student Discount

20% OFF

Get into the v\^

with student ID

SPRING'#
of things!

iCKKKYHHUKt. LOT \TION <>M \ .

U"TX C* per CUStornar
v«d on»v ai p«rbcap«brig UcMion.
Not >al«J *ith putfttM or rantwtf 0* GokJ C#d
Not vaad dunng Ook3 Can] •*•« ot *«h try
othuroHm ottHcoorrt Oflws cannot be
oorntaned E'Dfae MM

PERRYSBURG MARKETPLACE
27072 Carronade Dr. • Phone: 872-6155
(15 minutes North of BG off 1-75)
HOURS: Monday - Friday 10-8; Saturday 10-5; Sunday 12-4

COUPON V3MB

2'0T2 CarfonatM C

• Flexible Hours
• Great Pay
• Work 30-40 Hours
Per Week

mm

1800899-8070

SAIES

No Experience Necessary. Train in one lacilily dunng school and
work in another during break We oiler schedule flexibility.
Start Training NOW! Schedule an interview ASAP!

account Executive
The BG News has 1 Summer and 3 Fall openings
for qualified students to work in part-time selling.

We are looking for account executives
to sell for the
BGSU telephone directory.

APPLY IN PERSON
204 West Hall
Bring Resume If Available

T

• Fun Atmosphere
• Resume Builder

Great pay potential
• Flexible Hour
• Bonus Incentives
• April - Augus
• Valuable Sales Experience

'RFFFRRFD CAISimDATFS

* Must have own Car*
For more information call 372-0430 or email twhitma@bgnet.bgsu.edu
DEADLINE April 12.

JOTtflwriWlaftfi»^

IT*;
Real World Experience
• Flexible Hours
Pay Based on Commission

■^■WfliMilaWiniln

•So. or Jr. Business or IPC Major
•Own Transportation
• Detail Oriented
• Interested in a Sales or
Advertising Career

:■:.._.■;..

l«t*MattM .

H

E

BG
NEWS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Help Wanted

Wanted

The Daily Crossword Fix HA^OD

For Rent

brought to you by

2 people needed to take over May
04-May 05 lease. Sterling Univ. Enclave. 2 bdrms. in unlurn. apt. Call
419-270-0826 or 419-308-2265.

Help Wanted
■BARTENDING! $300/day potential.
No exp. necessary Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 exl. 174.
1 Summer & 3 Fall openings for
Qualified So. or Jr. to work part-time
selling as an Advertising Executive
tor Ihe BG News Real world experience with flexible hours. Must have
own transportation. Stop in to pick
up an application at 204 West Hall.
400 counselors/instructors needed!
Coed summer camp in Pocono's PA
Lohikan.800-488-4321 .lohikan.com
ALL STUDENTS/OTHERS
Entry-level pos. in Cust Sales/
Service
■:■ Very flexible schedules
♦ Great Income potential
* Fun env No exp necessary
•:• May continue throughout
summer break
♦ Conditions exist. All ages 18+
Call Now 419-861-6133 or apply @
workforstudents com/np
*

Collectors Part-lime. Bilingual helpful. Shifts start 8 30 am to 11:30 am
or 5:00 pm-9O0 pm National Collection Agency. Will train. Base pay
plus bonus. Send resume to: United
Collection Bureau Inc. 5620 Southwick Blvd. Toledo, OH 43614 Attn.
Human Resources, email to
employment®ucbincCQm *« to
419-725-5339. web address
ucblnc.com. EOE.
COUNSELORS - N.Y.S.'
CO-ED RESIDENT CAMP
Great Staff, Great Facilities
GREAT EXPERIENCE
ARTS & CRAFTS. WOODWORK,
MALE LIFEGUARDS. TENNIS,
MALE ATHLETIC
Complete application on-line
WWW.KENNYBROOK.COM
KjHiNYBR00K@AQL.CQM
Mobile Health Fair Team
Gain practical medical experience
In a mission environment.
Receive training & perform health
screenings for audio, vision, denial,
& blood work.
Minimum requirements: Interest in
health care. Possess an interest in
mission. 1 year of college study.
Additional skills helpful Dental exp
and/ or ability to speak Spanish.
Dates of employment: 6/7/04 8/8/04, workweek is from Sun. thru
Thurs., w/ an occasional Fri.
Salary: $2500 Room/ board while
traveling. For additional info. & application please visit our website:
wwv, synoaolh©covenantors Click
on "Links." "Mobile Health Fair Ministry," "Application " Deadline for application 4/15/04.
Mowing and Landscaping
Call for application. 419-874-5006
or toll free 1-877-285-6141.
Painter wanted. Great summer jobExperience helpful
419-352-2707
SERVERS WANTED
Need a summer job?? Join Toledo
Country Club's Professional Waitstaff and earn $13 an hour in a great
working environment. Apply in person, Tues - Fri 9-5, Toledo Country
Club, 3949 River Rd., Toledo. Ohio.
43614 or by fax 419-389-4577.
Sports! Fun! Outdoors! Kids!
Money! Maine camp needs fun loving counselors to teach land/water
sports. Great summer! Call 888-8448080, apply: www.campcedar.com
SUMMER CAMP JOBS!
Resident & Day Positions Available
June 14-July 31.2004
Hiram House Camp (216) 831-5045

Summer employment full-time. Get
a tan & work outside. Opportunity for
advancement. Make S30O0-S5000.
Positions avail, throughout Ohio. Fill
out an application at www.iamcollegepro.com

The BGSU Upward Bound Program
is a college preparatory program for
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS from
Toledo, Ohio We offer a six-week
Summer Residential Learning Community
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
JUNE 26-AUGUST 8, 2004
CLASSROOM INSTRUCTORSBachelor's degree required in selected area of instruction. Instructor
may request class period. Same
class period each day- Monday
through Friday. Non-residential. Salary is $1200 per class.
Morning Session f8:30am-9:45am
or 9:45- 11 00am or 11:00 am12:15pm)
•Communications (debate, dramatics, or speech) linked with a
•Composition (three classes will
be offered) linked with a
•Social Studies (American his
tory, American government, or sociology)
Afternoon Session (1:45 -3:00 pm
or 300- 4:15pm)
•Earth and Space Science
•Applied Mathematics
•Algebra
•Geometry
•Foreign Language (Spanish or
French)
RESIDENTIAL AIDES -Minimum
sophomore classification. Must reside in campus housing with students. Cannot be enrolled in University classes during employment period. Responsibilities include, but are
not limited to:
(1) Assuring all students adhere
to the rules and regulations of the
Upward Bound Program and Bowling Green State University
(2) Assisting with a classroom
activity when needed
(3) Coordinating and implementing student activities during the evening hours. Single room, board and
salary of $1500.

1 bedroom apt. 1082 Fairview Ave.
$390 mo. May - Dec.
1 bedroom, duplex, 1 block Irom
campus Quiet, good shape, Aug
1, 2 & 3 bdrm apts. at 215-221
Manville. Available May & August.
Call 352-5239.
12 month leases starting
May 15, 2004:
404 E. Court - 2 bdrm. apt
2 person $550 + util.
420 S. Summit - 2 bdrm. apt.
2 person $460 ♦ util.
426 1/2 S. Summit - efficiency
1 person $265 + electric
530 Manville - 2 bdrm house
2 person $530 * util.
605 5th A - 3 bdrm. apt.
3 person $720 ♦ uti
905 Mourning Dove - 3 bdrm. house
3 person $1050 + util.
Smith Apartment Rentals

419-352-8917
Call Steve at 352-5822
2004-2005
800 Third SI. 1 & 2 bdrm Free heat.
water. & sewer.
616 Second St. 1 efficiencie.
Call 354-9"'40 lor into or showing
3 bdrm , Crim St., 1 1/2 blks from
campus. Lg. Ivg. rm., Lg. kitchen,
util rm, w/d. $825 plus util. Avail.
Mid-May. 419-352-7090.
426 E Wooster, Lg. 1 Bdrm.
Avail. 8/1/04. $375/mo. Util. inc.
353-7547 Days.
5 subleasers needed lor May-Aug.
517 Pike St. Close to campus, lg.
house, own bdrm Call 354-9547
721 4th SI. 3 bdrm., 2 baths, central
air, dishwshr Avail May 15 $800
mo. plus dep. & util.. 419-353-0494.
Apts. & Houses.
Singles & Groups.
NO Peta. 353-8206.

Ideal contemplative rural setting tor
graduate student/ faculty/ serious
student soon to be available. Garage, non-smoking, no pets, minutes
Irom BG/Toledo. 419-872-4976.
Male has room for rent for a clean,
neat, responsible male. Furnished
room with freedom of house. $200
deposit. $300/ mo. 354-6117.

For Rent
"Lg & sm houses
as $220 mo., sing or groups.
926-930 E Wooster. 6 bdrms.
303 Merry, Lg. porch. 3 liv.,5 bdrms.
321 Merry A-D, 4-6 bdrm, gr shape.
3071/2 E. Reed St 3 bdrm, w/d, gar.
315 E.Merry dwn., 2 bdrms, incl util.
316 &311 E. Merry Apts. lg. 2 bdrm.
Listings 24/7 located at 316 E. Merry
#3 also Eff Call 353-0325 9am-9pm

1 bedrm.apt. across from campus.
Available August 2004.1 year lease
$350 + utilities 419-787-7577.
Two bdrm. house. Close to campus.
419-376-3399

SPORTING

Subleaser needed. Great housing
1-2 bdrms. Avail, now. Call Sara at

Your BGSU Headquarters
for...
• Golf Discs
• In-line Hockey
• Baseball

N

Homo Depot

Equipment

SEVARSITY

Mondny thru Ihursttay 10 8
Friday 10-6
lay 10 s
Sunday 12 ■»

= SQUARE
APARTMEN

123 S. Main Street, Downtown BG

419-353-7715 (ST

^709 5th Street^

Apartments

APARTMENTS

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
5500/month Full Year Lease

(419) 352-1150

j

Management Inc.
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Cla-Zel
Theatre
SHOW TIMES •
Fn.Mai26-Thufs.Apnl 1

THE
TANNING
CENTER
LOCATIONS

24th Anniversary Sale
10 Bed Visits $^4.00

The Wash House
248 N. MAIN
(419)354-1559
10 beds/2 booths
SouthSide Laundromat
993 S. MAIN
(419) 353-8826
S beds/2 booths
The Heat
904 E. WOOSTER
(419)352-3588
5 beds/1 booth
Above Dairy Queen
434 E. WOOSTER
(419)353-2844
6 beds/3 booths

Serving BG since 1980

"House of Sand
and Fog"
Nightly at
6:30 & 9:00 PM
Studtnt night is Wed. all
tickets just S3.7S
Downtown B.G. • 353-1361
www.cla-zel.com

Management Inc.

FILLING UP FAST
-'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M -I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M "M 'I'M

STOP BY FOR LISTING

Call 353-5800

THE LADIES OF PHI MU
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE

\Wie6ecca (b/emoHo
ON HER PEARLING TO

0ei<e 0e/ui>o/x' ///
-'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M'I'M 'I'M 'I'M 'I'M'I'M

CAMPBELL HILL
APARTMENTS
2 Bedroom

3 Bedroom

Townhouses

Furnished

Furnished

Full Basement

1 Half & 1 Full Baths

Washer/Dryer
Hookup

Full Basement

+ Utilities

Washer/Dryer
Hookup
ONLY TWO LE FT!

$900/montf
+ Utilities
CALL 353-5800 for <in
appointment today!
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Visit our website at
www.bgnews.com

CLOSE TO C

or Stave at
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Starting at

For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638

s

mini

$750/month

1 & 2 Bdrms
2 Bdrms coi
and a 1>
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Starting at

710 N. Enterprise
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«>'www.dacor.nei
or call 419.3S2.356S

Townhouses

Heinzsite

1

n 3
3 i i
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FREE HEAT

419352 3610

Fires
Luxury Honda
Copenhagen resident
Biblical pronoun
Spade's "Just Shoot Me"
co-star

MMITT SOMM

1

41 Domesticated ox
44 Type of shark?
48 Wretched
50. Andes critlers
51 Burn up the road
52 Bow or Barton
53 Burr or Copland
54 Washer cycle
55 Succinct
57 Indian nursemaid
58 Baseball team
60 Hydrant
61 Queen of the gods
62 Asian inland sea

ANSWERS

OnmcMIMxiWl

• 3 month leases now
available
• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private
entrance
• Patio
■ Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities
• Pets welcome
• Convenient on-site parking

• Soccer

Summer event crowd management
staff. Want to be involved in virtually
every major event in Cleveland
Town? We are putting together our
summer event staff. These are full
and part-time seasonal positions
and are avail, for all shifts. Excellent
pay. benefits and full-time year
round employment positions are
avail. Initial pay rate is based on interview & dependent on assignment
Call for interview at 216-426-7333.

67
68
69
70
71

mi Iiulr* sales tux
with this ,nl - expires | JI> <>|

1-2-3 Bttimom Anartments

Bow notch
Former acorns
Actress Danner
Sacred Egyptian beetle
City south of Moscow
Ordinary gal
Dominant male
Attain
Eastern leader

65 Bannister or Coe, e.g.
66 God of love

419-512-5457

• Softball

Help Wanted

46
47
49
51
55
56
59
63
64

DACOR

Subleaser needed lor summer.
Hillsdale Apts Cheap rent Email
gues. to keressi@bgnet.bgsu.edu

FROM ONLY
$465!

LLC

Make suitable
Hard to find
Killer whale
Port of Iraq
Neighbor of Iraq
Old geezer
In progress
Effervesce
Guitar clamp
Pompous gait
Turning centerpiece
Venetian magistrate
Beach, SC
Hubbub
Govt. agents
Radames' sweetheart
Snake: pref.
Old anesthetic
Burl on a tree
Ketchup company
Small amount
chloride (refrigerant)
Pay to play

One large room efficiencies
with private baths & utilities paid
Call 352-5822

Winthrop Terrace Apts
1 & 2 bdrm.apts. available
Call 419-352-9135.

BSIHHB1

1
6
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
23
25
26
29
31
32
34
39
40
42
43
45

MOVE IN NOW-ONE MONTH
FREE 1 and 2 bdrm. apis, avail, in
serene park-like setting. Inclu. dishwasher, heat, water, and trash.
Bowling Green Village 352-6335

Subleaser needed. 1 bdrm. apt. on
N. Enterprise avail, in April. Close to
campus. Call 419-367-1858.

Subleaser wanted May - Aug.
2 bdrm. duplex.
For more info call 352-1995.

29
30
33
35
36
37
38

Long gun
Opera highlight
Heckle
Biochemical catalyst
Take place
Oven-cook
Fossil resin
Make amends
"Auld Lang _"
"Rhoda" co-star David
Birthday dessert
Dryer trappings
19th-century actress
Menken
Dilutes
Primo condition
Reach an optimum
Edward Albee play
Owl sound
Incise deeply
Gather leaves

ACROSS

2 bdrm unlurn ap! available
1082 Fairview Ave.

Great 3 or 4 bdrm house, block
Irom campus. A/C, W/D, gas, Roadrunner, patio, garage. May or June.
1 yr. lease. 353-2382.

Can complete an application and interview in program office. MUST
have a transcript {official or unofficial) to interview Interviews will last
thirty minutes - 9:30am until 4:30pm
and will conclude on April 2
MANDATORY staff orientations
on Saturday, June 26.

Arabian cloaks
Loony
Hebrew lyre
Riverboat of song

5 Body an
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
22
24
26
27
28

lease. Cal 352-9392

BGApts-818/822 2nd St
2 BR Apts avail. May or August
$490 ♦ gas/eloc. 12 mo. lease.
Smith Apl. Rentals 419-352-8917.

Applications are available at the
Upward Bound Program office
410 Saddlemire Student Services
Bldg.

1
2
3
4

352-6414

l/A\V/ M

Greenbriar, Inc.

419)352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apt, 1082 Fairview
1 & 2 Bdrm Apts./
3 Bdrm Twnhs.
Dishwasher - Garbage
Disposal -Washer/Dryer
Hook-up(2/3 bdrm)
Carports
FEW 3B0RM.
TOWNHOUSES LEFT
BGSU Bus stop

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apt., 215 E Poe
Studios/1 bdrms/2bdrms
Starting at $250/Mo.
NOW HAVE 2BDRMS HERE
Laundry on site
BGSU bus stop

Management Inc.
Heinzsite Apt.,
710 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 bdrms
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Washer/Dryer in 2bdrms.
CLOSE WALK TO CAMPUS
Starting at $415'Mo

Management Inc.
Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St. or
check website
www.mecr.ahg mm
for complete listing
(pr next year. "

